
JANUARY 31, 1984 NO. 678 TYPE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
( Semiconductor Type) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Silicon, integrated circuits fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction (SBC) technology on a 3360 µm by 3360 µm chip with 44 
leads ( eleven per side on 280 µm centers). 

No. 678A: Characterized as a multiparty controls remote terminal circuit for SLC*-8 Carrier Systems. 
This chip contains several filters, detectors, timers, one analog switch, logic-gates and three relay drivers. Operation is from 

±4.0-volt supplies. The relay driver can sustain 28 volts maximum (coil drive). All the logic interfaces and the relay driv
ers are referenced to the - Vs rail. All the other signals are referenced to ground. The function of the circuit is basically 
to detect and decode the AC encoded party-line signals of the SLC-8 system at the remote terminal end. The circuit 
responds with relay closures acting to reconstruct the original central-office DC ringing code. This chip further generates 
an AC code of the tip-party identification which central offices equipped for automatic number identification (ANI), use 
for billing. Several operating characteristics are tailored by resistors and capacitors external to the chip. The resistors 
are part of the 606BU TED of which the 678A chip is the single active component. The complementary chip to the 678A 
at the central office end of the SLC-8 system is the 673B integrated circuit. 

No. 678C: Characterized as an electronically switched dial for tone version of electronic component telephones. 
No. 678D: Characterized as an electronically switched dial for No. 2500 type TOUCH-TONEt Telephone Sets. 
No. 678E: Characterized as a trunk feed circuit for Antelope and PSDC. 

A high-voltage, silicon, integrated circuit (SIC) (V<eR>cEo =60V) which provides longitudinal cancellation, lightning protec
tion, and bidirectional current sources that interface to TIP-RING. 

Used in conjunction with No. 705B integrated circuit to form No. 606FN hybrid integrated circuit or the No. 705C inte
grated circuit to form No. 606FT hybrid integrated circuit. 
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Code No. Comcode Rating 

678A 103 037 362 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
678C 103 086 864 " " 
678D 103 289 088 " " 
678E 103 314 647 " " 
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